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Abstrat
A gap in phase-spae, the loss one (LC), is opened up by a supermassive blak
hole (MBH) as it disrupts or aretes stars in a galati entre. If a star enters the LC then,
depending on its properties, its interation with the MBH will either generate a luminous
eletromagneti are or give rise to gravitational radiation, both of whih are expeted
to have diretly observable onsequenes. A thorough understanding of loss-one relling
mehanisms is important for the predition of astrophysial quantities, suh as rates of tidal
disrupting main-sequene stars, rates of apturing ompat stellar remnants and timesales
of merging binary MBHs. If a galaxy were isolated and perfetly spherial, the only relling
mehanism would be diusion due to weak two-body enounters between stars. This would
leave the LC always nearly empty. However, real galaxies are neither perfetly spherial nor
isolated. In this thesis, we use N -body simulations to investigate how noise from areted
satellites and other substrutures in a galaxy's halo an aet the LC relling rate.
AnyN -body model suers from Poisson noise whih is similar to, but muh stronger
than, the two-body diusion ourring in real galaxies. To lessen this spurious Poisson noise,
we apply the idea of importane sampling to develop a new sheme for onstruting N -body
realizations of a galaxy model, in whih interesting regions of phase-spae are sampled by
many low-mass partiles. This sheme minimizes the mean-square formal errors of a given
set of projetions of the galaxy's phase-spae distribution funtion. Tests show that the
method works very well in pratie, reduing the diusion oeients by a fator of ∼ 100
ompared to the standard equal-mass models and reduing the spurious LC ux in isolated
model galaxies to manageably low levels.
We use multimass N -body models of galaxies with entrally-embedded MBHs to
study the eets of satellite ybys on LC relling rates. The total mass areted by the MBH
over the ourse of one yby an be desribed, using a simple empirial tting formula that
depends on the satellite's mass and orbit. Published large-sale osmologial simulations
yield preditions about the distribution of substruture in galaxy halos. We use results of
these together with our empirial tting formula to obtain an upper bound on substruture-
driven LC relling rates in real galaxies. We nd that although the ux of stars into the
initially emptied LC is enhaned, but the fuelling rate averaged over the entire subhalos
is inreased by only a fator 3 over the rate one expets from the Poisson noise due the
disreteness of the stellar distribution.
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In the high-redshift universe, massive blak holes (MBHs) have been impliated as
the powerhouses for quasars in the Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) paradigm; in the nearby
galaxies, the existene of dead quasar engines has also been supported by modern stellar-
dynamial searhes (e.g., Ferrarese & Ford 2005). Over three dozens of loal detetions
have unveiled the demographis of MBH populations suh as a tight orrelation between
MBH mass and galati veloity dispersion (e.g., Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt
2000; Merritt & Ferrarese 2001), and a less tight orrelation between MBH mass and the
mass/luminosity of the bulge (e.g. Kormendy & Rihstone 1995; Magorrian et al. 1998;
Maroni & Hunt 2003). While eorts to build a larger and statistially signiant sam-
ple ontinue, it is time to understand the origin, evolution and osmi relevane of these
fasinating objets.
The subjet is large and my spae is limited. In this thesis, I onentrate on
developing and using N -body models to learn more about the stellar dynamis in galati
entres, espeially around the MBHs. I begin immediately below by reviewing the journey
to the MBHs: from the AGN paradigm-mandated MBHs as power soures to the observation-
1
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supported MBHs. Then, I desribe two astrophysial ingredients: eletromagneti ares
by tidal disruption of main-sequene stars and gravitational wave signals by apture of
ompat stars. Next, I explain the emptiness of loss one and the starvation of the MBH
whih motivate the work in thesis. Finally, I outline briey N -body modelling proedures
developed in the subsequent hapters.
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1.1 Supermassive blak holes in galati entres
1.1.1 Energy arguments for MBHs in AGNs
1.1.2 Loss of stars in the loss one




Galaxies, as self-gravitating systems, an be idealized as ongurations of point
mass fully desribed by a phase-spae distribution funtion (DF) f(x,v, t). The mass dis-
tribution determines the gravitational eld[ through Poisson's equation. Over their lifetime,
galaxies are to a high degree ollisionless; the DFs therefore satisfy the Collisionless Boltz-
mann equation (Se. 2.1). With the help of Monte Carlo methods (Se. 2.2.1), the evolution
of the DF an be followed by N -body integrations (Se. 2.2.2). When enounters are taken
into aount, one writes the ollision term in Master equation form (Se. 2.3.1) and expands
in a Taylor series to derive the Fokker-Plank equation (Se. 2.3.2).
4
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2.1 Equilibrium model
2.1.1 DFs for ollisionless stellar system
2.1.2 Collisionless Boltzmann equation
2.1.3 Preliminaries
Units onversion and salings
2.2 N-body modelling
2.2.1 Monte Carlo integration











for ollisionless N-body simulations
A general sheme for onstruting Monte Carlo realizations of equilibrium, ol-
lisionless galaxy models with known distribution funtion (DF) f0 is established. It uses
importane sampling to nd the sampling DF fs that minimizes the mean-square formal
errors in a given set of projetions of the DF f0. The result is a multi-mass N -body realiza-
tion of the galaxy model in whih interesting regions of phase-spae are densely populated
by lots of low-mass partiles, inreasing the eetive N there, and less interesting regions
by fewer, higher-mass partiles.
The hapter is organized as follows. After reapping in the onnetion between
N -body simulations and the CBE (Se. 3.1.1) and presenting two possible weapons to ght
against small N limitation (Se. 3.1.2), we explain our multi-mass formulation in Se. 3.2. In
Se. 3.3 we give two examples of using our sheme to suppress utuations in the monopole
omponent of aeleration in spherial bulge models with or without a entral MBH. We
alulate formal estimates of the noise in N -body models onstruted using equal-mass
6
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sheme and SHQ95's method, and ompare them to our own sheme (Se. 3.3.2). In Se. 3.3.3
and 3.4 we test how well our realizations behave in pratie when evolved using a real N -
body ode. For the bulge + MBHmodel in Se. 3.4, muh are has been taken to resolve the
dynamis around the MBH.
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3.1 Collisionless N-body simulations
3.1.1 N-body simulations and the CBE
3.1.2 How to ght against small N limitations?
3.2 Formulation
3.2.1 Observables
3.2.2 Optimal sampling sheme
3.2.3 ICs for N-body model
3.3 Comparisons of a bulge model (no MBH)
3.3.1 Formal errors
I. The onventional equal-mass sheme
II. Sigurdsson et al. 's multi-mass sheme
III. Our sheme
N-body realizations
3.3.2 How well is the aeleration eld reprodued?
3.3.3 How well are integrals of motion onserved?
3.4 Simulations of a bulge + MBH model
3.4.1 N-body realizations
II. Blok leapfrog time-stepping
3.4.2 Results: diusion in J
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Chapter 4
Loss one relling by yby enounters
In the last hapter, we have developed a general sheme for onstruting multi-mass
ollisionless galaxy models. It has been suessfully applied to set up a bulge + MBHmodel,
whose long-time behavior has also been veried by full N -body experiments. In this hapter,
the MBH-embedded model is extended to inlude a loss one (LC): a onsumption sphere
entred on the MBH. First of all, ontrol tests have been direted to alibrate (artiial)
noise-driven ux into the LC. Then starting from this near-equilibrium galaxy, satellites
on yby orbits are added as transient perturbers. For satellites with dierent mass and
orbital parameters, I arry out extensive experiments to measure the mass of stars aptured
into the LC after a single yby enounter. Given a set of satellite parameters, an empirial
relationship is found to predit the LC relling mass. Finally, to understand the interations
between the perturber and stars, espeially to disentangle eets of resonane oupling from
veloity impulse, I run extra test-partile experiments of orbiting satellites.
10
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4.1 Loss one relling by two-body relaxation
What is the size of a loss one?
How to rell a loss one in spherial galaxies?
How to model a loss one in N-body simulations?
4.2 Flyby enounters
4.2.1 Tests: alibrating noise-driven LC relling
4.2.2 Experiments: measuring perturber-driven LC relling
I. Toy perturbers
II. An example of yby enounters
4.2.3 Results: an empirial Mlc formula
The validity of Mlc formula
4.2.4 Disussion
4.3 Where do LC stars ome from?
4.3.1 Angular-momentum transport by satellite torque
4.3.2 Resonanes from perturbation theory
4.3.3 Are resonanes important?
Test-partile experiments of a periodi perturber
Chapter 5
Rates of MBH feeding in bulge-halo
systems
In this hapter, I study the prospets for feeding the entral MBH by orbiting
halo substrutures. I start by reviewing substruture properties observed in high-resolution
osmologial N -body simulations, then summarize information on the subhalo spatial dis-
tribution, radial density prole, mass funtion and onentration parameters into a DF of
the form fsub(E ;M). In Se. 5.2, I use the subhalo DF together with the knowledge of how
muh mass an be fed to a MBH after a single enounter to estimate the perturber-driven
LC relling rate for a typial small galaxy.
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5.1 Modelling a Milky-way sized halo and its substrutures
5.2 LC ux driven by noisy DM lumps
5.3 Disussions
Chapter 6
Conlusions and future studies
The motivation behind this thesis work was to improve our understanding of the
internal dynamis at galati entres, in partiular, around super massive blak holes. The
best available tool on the dynamial study is undoubtedly full self-onsistent N -body simu-
lations. We have (1) developed a multi-mass sheme for onstruting ollisionless N -body
models and (2) used the multi-mass bulge + MBH model to study loss one dynamis.
Below, I summarize results in earlier hapters and suggest some future work.
14
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6.1 Construting ollisionless galaxy models
In Chapter 2, I presented the basi dynamial equations that govern the evolution of
ollisionless systems. Beginning with the ollisionless Boltzmann equation that is of essential
importane for system (Se. 2.1.2), I show expliitly how the CBE is related to the N -body
modelling (Se. 2.2). When enounters are taken into aount, one writes the ollision term
in Master equation form and expands in a Taylor series to derive the Fokker-Plank equation
(Se. 2.3).
Rather tehnial, Chapter 3 forms the bakbone of the thesis. In it we saw how to
design a sampling distribution funtion (DF) fs from some known DF f0 (Se. 3.2.2) and
how to generate a multi-mass ollisionless model from it (Se. 3.2.3). In two appliations, a
bulge model and a bulge + MBH model, we aim at minimizing the shot noise in estimates
of the aeleration eld. Models onstruted using our multi-mass sheme easily yield a
fator ∼ 100 redution in the variane at the entral aeleration eld when ompared
to a traditional equal-mass model with the same number of partiles. When evolving both
models with an N -body ode, the diusion oeients in our model are redued by a similar
fator. Therefore, for ertain types of problems, our sheme is a pratial method for
reduing the two-body relaxation eets, thereby bringing the N -body simulations loser to
the ollisionless ideal. We note the following preparation for the appliations of multi-mass
modelling sheme:
• For suessful appliation, a system should be in a steady state, or lose to one.
• The DF f0 should be quik and heap to evaluate, either numerially or analytially.
Finding f0 for axisymmetri or triaxial galaxies is a longstanding and nontrivial prob-
lem sine one rarely has suient knowledge of the underlying potential's integrals
of motion, but suitable attened DFs do exist, inluding the standard axisymmetri
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two-integral f(E , Lz) models and also rotating triaxial models suh as those used in,
e.g., Berzik et al. (2006) An alternative way of onstruting attened multi-mass
realizations would be to apply Holley-Bokelmann et al. (2002)'s adiabati sulpting
sheme to a spherial N -body model onstruted using our sheme.
• The general multi-mass sheme uses importane sampling to nd the tailored sampling
DF fs that minimizes the sum of mean-square unertainties in Qi (of the form eq. ??).
As long as fs is smooth in integral spae, Monte Carlo realizations of fs should work
for any reasonably general ollisionless N -body ode. The utility of our multi-mass
sheme, therefore, depends ritially on the seletion of the projetion kernels Qi(w).
The last point is new to this eld. It is probably best addressed by experimenting with
dierent sets of kernels, espeially sine it is easy to test the onsequenes of modifying
them. Nevertheless, there are ases in whih modest physial insight oers some guidane
on hoosing the Qi. Besides the loss one problems addressed in Chapter 4, I here give
another example for future work:
♥1. Sinking satellites Kazantzidis et al. (2004) demonstrate the signiane of using
equilibrium N -body realizations of satellite models when investigating the eet of
tidal stripping of DM substruture halos (satellites) orbiting inside a more massive
host potential. Besides the shape of the bakground potential and the amount of tidal
heating, the mass-loss history is very sensitive to the detailed density prole of the
satellite itself. One an therefore make one step further from equal-mass realizations
by designing kernels to pik out orbits that pass through the tidal radius, while again
maintaining an aurate estimate of the satellite's aeleration eld.
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6.2 Rates of loss one relling by MBHs
Chapter 4 desribes appliations of a multi-mass bulge + MBH model to study
the loss one (LC) dynamis. In Se. 4.1, I introdued a loss one onsumption sphere
to mimi tidal disruption events. The empty nature of the LC was then srutinized by
alibrating artiial LC relling (Se. 4.2.1). Toy models in Se. 4.2.2 taught us that only
a fairly massive satellite (Ms) passing through the entre (b) with low speed (V ) an give
rise to a LC ux well above the threshold of numerial noise-driven LC relling. From the
redued satellite parameter spae, about 100 experiments have been arried out to measure
the maximum net mass (Mlc) aptured into an initially empty LC. The olleted data were
summarized by a tting Mlc-formula (??) in Se. 4.2.3.
• Stellar orbits beome strongly perturbed during a satellite yby. The LC-aptured
mass reahes a peak value soon after the perturber visits its perientre.
• Mlc is strongly orrelated with the satellite parameters: saling linearly with the satel-
lite mass (Ms) and loss one size (rlc), but inversely with b
2.0
and V 1.3.
• As the satellite departs, stars settle down to a new equilibrium onguration within a
few rossing times. Therefore, if perturbed by umulative perturbers, one an simply
aumulate eah single event to get the total onsumed mass.
The rest of the Chapter 4 is devoted to understanding numerial results: where do LC
stars ome from? Linear perturbation theory laims that resonanes are important if not
most important in determining the response of a stellar system to any external perturbation
(Se. 4.3.2). But for the yby enounters of interest, ould resonanes be the ulprit for
redistributing angular-momentum in stars and eventually send stars to the LC? This was
addressed in Se. 4.3.3, where test-partile experiments were arried out to trak resonant
dynamis relevant to a periodi driver. I make the following summaries:
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• Close enounters with the satellite eetively hange angular-momentum of stars. The
ones that lose enough angular-momentum an be eetively deeted into the loss one
and destroyed by falling into the MBH.
• A yby enounter does not repeat its pattern, whih prevents stars in instantaneous
resonane from building up a signiant response. Therefore, resonane oupling be-
tween stars and the external perturber is unimportant in terms of relling the emptied
loss one.
• The aelerated angular-momentum relaxation within a nearly Keplerian is also unim-
portant here.
In Chapter 5, I introdued an outer halo as a reservoir to ontinuously injet orbiting subha-
los into the inner bulge. One further step was made by desribing the subhalo properties in
terms of phase-spae probability density, ontaining all the dynamial information (Se. 5.1).
Finally in Se. 5.2, I put things together to predit a LC relling rate. The onlusion is:
• The ux of stars into the loss one is enhaned when the loss one is initially emptied,
but due to the sarity of subhalo population near the galati entre, the LC relling
rate averaged over the entire orbiting dark halo substrutures is not strongly aeted.
The future
For the galaxy model being used in the entire thesis, I have introdued several sim-
pliations. At this point, I bring some notes about possible improvements and extensions
of the urrent model.
♥2. Better galaxy models The galaxy model used in this thesis is not ideal: (a) the
mass of the MBH is onsiderably larger than those observed in galati entres and the
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eetive radius (rlc) of the LC is many orders of magnitude larger than the tidal radius
in real galaxies. Unfortunately, it is still hard for simulations to determine aurately
the ux of stars into a small MBH or a tiny LC. The only remedy is to inrease the
number of partiles, the more the better. (b) The adopted Hernquist prole has
a r−1 entral usp and no alternatives, suh as ore (shallower) or nuleus (steeper)
proles, have been explored here. It would be useful to extend the work in this thesis
by building N -body models with dierent mass proles, MBH masses and LC sizes.
♥3. Evolution of binary supermassive blak holes Larger elliptial galaxies and bulges
grow through mergers. If more than one of the progenitors ontains a MBH and
the in-spiral time is less than a Hubble time, the MBHs will form a bound system.
Begelman, Blandford & Rees (1980) showed that the evolution of binary MBHs in
gas-poor galaxies an be divided into three phases: (a) As galaxies merge, the ore
undergoes violent relaxation. Via dynamial frition (Chandrasekhar 1943), the ap-
tured MBH sinks towards the enter of the ommon gravitational potential where they
form a bound binary. (b) The binary ontinues to deay via gravitational slingshot
interations (Saslaw, Valtonen & Aarseth 1974): stars on orbits interseting the bi-
nary are ejeted at muh higher veloities omparable to the binary's orbital veloity.
() Finally if the binary's separation dereases to the point at whih gravitational
radiation beomes the dominant dissipative fore to arry away the last remaining
energy and angular momentum, the binaries oalese rapidly (Peters 1964). The long-
term evolution of MBH binaries is always related to a long standing problem alled
the nal parse problem (Milosavljevi¢ & Merritt 2003b): is super-elasti sattering
o individual stars in the bakground eient enough to transit a binary MBH from
dynamial frition regime on the order of 1pc sale, to the gravitational radiation dom-
inated regime with a separation ≤ 10−3pc and nally merge within a Hubble time?
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Unertainties about the resolution have been a major impediment to prediting the
frequeny of MBH mergers in galati nulei, and hene to omputing event rates for
proposed gravitational wave interferometers like LISA.
1
As a natural ontinuation of
the work in Chapter 5, I intend to further explore the use of Mlc-tting-formula for
the evolution of binary MBHs.
♥4. Response of galaxy to perturbations Our onlusion that resonanes are unim-
portant in redistributing angular-momentum within stars, is in disagreement with
Vesperini & Weinberg (2000), who explore the eets of relatively weak enounters by
omputing the response of a spherial stellar system to the perturbation indued by
a low-mass system during a yby. They determine the ontribution to the total self-
onsistent response from three soures: (a) the perturbation applied by the external
perturber; (b) the reation of the system to its own response to this perturbation; ()
the exitation of disrete damped modes of the primary system; and onlude that
it is the resonanes (point ) that lead to the exitation of patterns in the primary
system. The main disrepanies probably stem from the galaxy model under study,
sine all their onlusions are based on a very strong assumption: disrete modes are
weakly damped in King models with dierent onentrations. On the theoretial side,
I intend to explore the response of galaxy to external perturbations by means of lin-
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